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THE PAST YEAR

We sincerely hope this newsletter finds you safe and
healthy. It has been a strange and long pandemic
year, marked for so many with great pain and
tremendous difficulties. For us, we’ve been fortunate
to live in a place where the threat of Covid-19 has
been/is relatively low. 
Despite the seemingly endless revision 
of plans, there have been many deeply 
meaningful experiences, with more 
to look forward to.



IN CONVERSATION

A quieter performing year has meant
more time for contemplation. We invited
guest composers and performers to share
their work and to address fundamental
issues of inclusivity and expansion of
classical music in our “In Conversation”
series for our students at MUN.  

 

Thanks to Dawn Avery, Angela Pickett,
Althea Waites, and Ian Cusson for
being part of these inspiring
discussions. 

https://www.facebook.com/80293011774/photos/a.397009431774/10158335799906775/?type=3


ECMA
INNOVATORS

We’re still inside a steep digital delivery learning curve,
but we’re super pleased to be nominated for the ECMA’s
Artist Innovators of the Year.

This honour recognized our: 
     digital presentation of our Ecology of Being project
     Tuckamore Festival pivot to a ticketed online event
     (3508 total views)
     creation of our @Home with Duo Concertante Series

PS: Our Schubert recording has also been nominated!

 

http://duoconcertante.com/ecology-of-being/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZPMhKZj5w8&list=PLD5WGu_Y2yC1tKR4AbM_XwDEdXQS_-VNq&t=12s
https://duoconcertante.bandcamp.com/album/franz-schubert-music-for-violin-and-piano


REAL GIGS

While making digital “creations” is critical
now (and likely forever), we of course pine for
the real deal. Since the fall, we’ve been
grateful for the opportunity to play a few real
concerts in St John’s and in Nova Scotia at
LAMP. Playing the Mendelssohn Double
Concerto with our friends in the NSO was a
real highlight; it was broadcast in October
and again in March. And fingers crossed, the
Duo will perform live at the St John’s Anglican
Cathedral on May 28:  works by Brahms and
Lili Boulanger.
 



BEETHOVEN’S BIRTHDAY!

Beethoven turned 250 and it was great to be part of the Gryphon Trio’s birthday
celebration in December with friends and presenters from all over. Other performers
included Jon Kimura Parker, the Ironwood String quartet, and the Bergmann Duo.  Our
contribution that evening: the “Kreutzer” Sonata.

CHAMBER
CHATTING

Really looking forward to doing
an Ottawa Chamber Music
Festival Chamber Chat with 
Eric Freisen on May 27th at 
2pm EST. A combination of
conversation and music, these
chats have connected many
artists and audiences from 
all over the world since 
last year. Can’t wait!

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OV7oFlzu0uw


“INTO” 
THE SCHOOLS

In May we are doing a digital school program
of Ecology of Being exploring topics of

ecology, social responsibility and
stewardship, eco-justice, and how artists

can respond to world issues.
Click here to learn more.

 
We’ll wind this down with a big shout out to

the strength and tenacity of our MUN
students who had online teaching this year
for most of the year and stayed positive and

kept working hard in spite of all that gets
lost in the digital translation.

They were troupers! 
 
 

 

And finally - some books which have
captivated us over the past few months:

 
The Lost Pianos of Siberia (Sophy Roberts)

The Innocents (Michael Crummey)
Son of a Trickster (Edin Robinson)
The Secret History (Donna Tartt)

Night (Elie Weisel)
On Beauty (Zadie Smith)

Broken Lives (Konrad Jarausch)
 
 

All best wishes,
 

Nancy and Tim
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